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Consider a linear control system 
2 = A(t) x -.I- B(t)u (1) 
x = (x1 ,..., XJ E R*, u = (ul ,..., u,) E Rnz, A(t) and B(t) being real con- 
tinuous on (-co, cc) n X n-matrices respectively. 
The system (I) is called controllable on (-co, co), if to any two points 
~9, x2 E Rn and any t, E (-co, co) there is a t, > t,, and a measurable control 
function 24(t), t E [t,, , t;l such that the solution x(t) of (l), x(t,) -= x1 under 
24 =-: u(t) satisfies I = 9 (cf. [I]). 
It is a remarkable property of autonomous controllable systems 
(A(t) = A, B(t) = B; A, B constant) that to any prescribed spectrum 2’therc 
is a closed-loop control u : ,Qx, (Q possibly complex) such that th.e spectrum 
of the system (1) with u : Qx, i.e. of the system 
2 = (A + BQ)x 
is 2: 
This fact has been known for a long time in the case of u E R1. For 
zd E R”‘, nz > 1 it was apparently first explicitly stated by Popov (cf. [2], [3]), 
who proved the equivalence of the above property to complete controllability 
(cf. also [5], where the problem is formulated in a somewhat different way). 
Recently, Wonham [I] presented another proof of it. In addition to Popov, 
he has proved that if Z contains with any complex number its conjugate 
with the same multiplicity, Q can be chosen real. 
Let us note that a similar result can be obtained easily from the transforma- 
tion of [6], (cf. Corollary 2), which is of a somewhat different kind than in 
[4] and [5]. 
* This research was partly done under the support of NASA (NGR 24-00.5-063). 
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This paper is devoted to the proof of a similar property of cantrollable 
linear periodic systems, the spectrum of -4 + BQ replaced by the charac- 
teristic multipliers of the system 
2 = [A(t) + B(t)Q(t)]x. (2) 
Throughout this paper by a real-type (n-) spectrum 2’ will always be meant 
a set of not necessarily distinct complex numbers or ,..., G’, , containing 
together with every complex number its complex conjugate with the same 
multiplicity. All other quantities occurring in this paper will be supposed 
to be real, unless stated otherwise. 
Further, for any r x s-matrix E denote 1 E 1 = CTzzI CjYI / eij I, E’ the 
transpose of E, vectors being regarded as one column matrices in this 
connection. By Y(r, t,) we shall denote the solution of the matrix equation 
with Y(t,, , t,J z: 1, I being the unity matrix. Y(t, 0) will be simply denoted 
by YW 
If A, B are two matrices of n x n and n x nz type respectively and the 
system f -= Ax + Bu is controllable, we shall call (A, B) a controllable 
pair of matrices. It is well known (cf. [I]) that (A, B) is a controllable pair 
if and only if rank of the matrix (R, A&..., An-lB) is. 71. 
Before formulating the main theorem let us prove several auxiliary results, 
some of which are of interest by themselves. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let {A, B) be a controllable pair of matrices, m <. n, and 
let B have rank m. Then, there are positive integers 1, , i = I,..., m such that 
x:=1 I, = n and a nonsingular n x n matrix C such that C-lAC = D, 
C--lB == G, where 
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Gi are Ii x m, 
(1 is in the ith column), i, j = I,..., m. 
For the proof see [6]. 
COROLLARY 1. IfB=bisnx l,(A,b) is a controllable pair, then there 
is a nonsingular matrix C such that C-l-4C = D, C-lb = g, where 
COROLLARY 2. Let (A, B) be a controllable pair of matrices. Then, to any 
(real tyie) spectrum Z there is a complex (real) matrix Q such that A f BQ 
has spectrum Z: 
Proof. {A, B) being a controllable pair we can choose an n x +Z 
submatrix l? of B(iii < m), such that (A, 8> is a controllable pair and B has 
maximal rank (cf. [6], p. 771). Suppose B consists of the first iii colurrms 
of B. By Proposition 1 we can find a matrix C such that the transformation 
x = Cy transfers the system 
to the system 
D and G being as in Proposition 1. Let An + /3,$+l + *** + j$ be the 
polynomial with its set of roots equal to Z. If Z is real-type, /3i , i = l,..., n 
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are real. We define u = Py, where p,j = -& - ctnL5 and recursively 
pij = S,C,i.l,,j -- crij - yVz9+r yiVpvl , where 8, is the Kronecker’s symbol. 
Then, 
and therefore its spectrum is 2. Further, if we denote Q == PC-I, then the 
matrix A -I- 8$ = C(D + GP)C-1 has also the spectrum Z. Now, let Q be 
the matrix with the first Ei rows equal to those of Q and the remaining being 
zero. Then, A -I- sg v A + BQ and thus A $- BQ has spectrum Z. 
PROPOSITION 2. If (A, B) is a controllable pair and B has maximal rank, 
then there is an m x n-matrix Q such that (A -t B{>, b,m,) is controllable. 
If det A 3> 0, ,Q can be chosen in such a way that 
where b, aire the column vectors of B and qy are the row vectors of Q. 
Proof. We can without loss of generality suppose that A, B are trans- 
fo,rmed to the special form of Proposition 1, i.e. A == (Du), B == (Gi), 
;,j xc= 1 ,..., m. 
Suppose first det A > 0. Denote P,~~, = --~r,,~ , j = l,..., n, pm -= 
(P ml ,..., pm,>‘. Then, the last row of A -+ b,pk is zero, and, consequently, 
det(A -k b,,&) =.: 0. Since det(A + b,qi,) = det A(1 $- q,inA-lb,) and 
A-%, + 0, for any E > 0 we can find qm such that 1 qm - .p, j < m-j. j B l--% 
and det(8 -+ b,,,qLJ > 0. Further, we define recursively 
Tf 






= det (A -I- 2 6,q:) . [l + q; (A + .g, 1 b,q:)-l6,] 
v-ii-1 
follows that there is a qi such that j p, - qi 1 < m-l 1 B 1-G and (4) is valid 
(recall that py , Y == i + I,..., m are already chosen so that A + c:‘r.,.,., 6,pL is 
nonsingular). 
From the above construction, it follows that A -I- BQ = T + S, where 
0, e, 0,. 0 ) ..) 
0, 0, ,* .. 0 4 , 
1’- i . . . . . . . . 1 
) 
o,..., 0, en-, 
o,..., 0
0, = +I or --I and 1 S 1 < E. Clearly the pair (T, 6,) is controllable. 
By ([7], Chapter 2, Theorem l), for E > 0 sufficiently small (A -I- BQ, 6,) = 
{T + S, 6,) is also controllable. 
The assertion of the proposition for det A < 0 can be obtained by a 
similar, rather simplified argument (pi = qi , i := I ,..., m). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A(t) and B(t) b e w-periodic an integrable over [0, w]. 
Then, the system (1) i.v controllable if and only if the rows of the matrix function 
Y-l(s) B(s), s E [0, nw] are linearly independent. 
Proof. It is well known (cf. [I]) that (1) is controllable if and only if 
to every to there is a tl such that the rows of the functional matrix Y-l(s) B(s) 
on [to , tl] are linearly independent. Clearly, this is true in the periodic case 
if and only if such a tl exists for every to = JWJ, k integer. Further, we have 
Y-l(s, kw) .B(.r) = Y-l(s - hJ) B(s - Kw) := Y1(t) B(t) for s E [IwJ, t,] and 
t E [0, t, - hw]. Consequently (1) is controllabIe if and only if the rows of 
Y-l(t) B(t) are linearly independent on [0, tl] for some Z, > 0. It remains 
to prove that this is equivalent with linear independence of the rows of 
Y-‘(I) B(t) on [O, nw]; the only nontrivial part of this statement is that the 
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linear independence of the rows of the matrix Y-l(t) B(i) on [0, tr] for 
t, > nw implies their independence on [0, nw]. To prove this, note that from 
c’Y-l(t) B(E) = 0 on [0, nw], Y-r(t) B(t) = Y-“(w) Y-l(l - kw) R(t - hw) 
and the fact that for K > n the matrix Yet(w) is a linear combination of the 
matrices Y-i(~1~), i == 0, I ,..., n - 1 follows c’Y-l(t) U(t) z=: 0 on any interval 
[kw, (k -I- l)w], h 2: nw. 
COROLLARY 4. Let A(t), B(t) b e continuous and w-periodic. Then, (1) is 
controllahb if and only if there are r(1 < Y :<i n) numheis 
0 < t, < *.* < t,r -< w (5) 
rind integers il ,..., i,. , I k< ij s: m, such that 
(i) l’he mxlors 6, = Y-l(tJ b,,(t,),..., 6, -= Y--‘(&.) b,r(t,r) are ZirIeayly 
independ& (biij denotes the i,th column of U) 
(ii) The pair of matrices <Y(W), @ is controllable, where B ::.: (& ,,.., i$)- 
P~Ooj-. Suppose (I) is controllable. From the set (Y-l(t) b,(t)/ t E [0, w], 
i-1 ,-..> m) choose an arbitrary maximal set of linearly independent points 
bj =-.I Y-‘(tj) b..,(t.) 0 .< t, 6;; ..a 
point Y-l(t) l&t;, t E [0, W] i = 
<; t, .< w. Then (i) is satisfied and every 
I,... , m, is a linear combination of & , 
j-1 ,..‘I r. Now, let i E [0, nw], t = T --I-- pw, T E [O, CO], I 5: 1. << m Then, 
there is an m-vector d such that Y-‘(T) hi(T) := Bd. We have 
Y’(t) hi(t) : Y-“(w) Y-.‘(T) hi(T) = Y--“(w) Bd. 
Consequently, the linear hull of the set of vectors (Y--.“(t) b,(t)1 t E [0, w], 
i :L 1 ,..., nl) is contained in the linear hull of the vectors {Y-u(w) & \ 
i = 1 ,-.., Y, p = 0,. . . , n -- I). But the linear independence of the rows of the 
matris Y-r(t) B(t) on [0, nti~] implies that the vectors (Y-‘(t) hi(t)1 t E [0, ztr)], 
i z:z ] ,.a., m}spanR”.Thus,thevectors{Y-~(w)6i / i=:- I,...,T,~ -O,...,n - 1) 
span Hn, or, equivalently, rank (I?, Y-l(w) II,..., Y--n-t-1(w)8) -1.7 n. Since Y(w) 
is nonsingular, this is equivalent with rank (B, Y(w) 8,..., Y+‘(w)@ -_ n. 
The numbers t, ,..., t, arc not necessarily distinct, but since Y-l(t) B(t) arc 
continuous, a sufficiently small change of the numbers t, will not affect the 
rank of the matrices & and (B’, Y(w) B,..., Yn-l(w)f?). Therefore, by a small 
change of the rmmbers t, we can achieve that both (5) and (i), (ii) will be valid. 
In the other direction, the corollary is obvious. 
Remark I. Since Y(w) is nonsingular, <Y(U), d> is a controllable pair 
if and only if (Y(w), Y(w)@ is controllable. 
~ROPosITrON 4. Let A(t), A,:(t) b e W- p eriodic integrable matvices such that 
A,(t) + A(t)fobr k --+ CQ in L,(O, w). Then, Y,,(w) --+ Y(w) foF k -5 CD, where 
Yl,:(t) is the solutio?z of P = Ajc(t)Y with Y,<(O) ::..; I. 
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Proof. We have 
I Y&)l < 72 -t- 
By Gronwall’s inequality 
I Y&I ds- 
I Y&I 9 1~ exp 1: I AA(s)1 ds < n exp 1: I A,(s)] ds for t E [0, w], 
Since &(t) converge in L,(O, w), g [ A,(s)\ ds is bounded; hence, I Yk(t)j 
are equibounded on [0, w] say 1 Y,(t)] < K. Further, we have 
I Y&> - WI < j’ I 4(4 Y,(s) - -44 WI ds 
0 
d I w I Y&I I 44 - 44l ds 0 
+ 1; I 441 * I Y.44 - YNI ds 
< K 1” 1 Ak(s) - A(s)/ ds -k s” I A(s)1 I Yrl(s) - Y(s)1 ds. 
0 0 
Applying Gronwall’s inequality, we obtain I Yrc(t) -Y(t)1 < Key& -A(s)] ds. 
exp{sf, 1 A(s)/ ds} which completes the proof. 
THEOREM. Let A(t), B(t) be w-periodic and C1 in t and let (1) be controllable. 
Then, 
(i) To any real-type spectrum C = {aI ,..., a,,] such that a, f 0, 
i - l,..., n and nrt, ai > 0 there is an w-periodic m x n matrix Q(t) such 
that the characteristic multipliers of (2) are equal to Us . 
(ii) To any real-type spectrum C = (uI ,..., Us} such that oi f 0, 
i = l,..., n there is a 2w-periodic m x n matrix Q(t) such that the characteristic 
multipliers of (2) (considered as 2wperiodic system) are equal to ui2. 
Moreover, both (i) and (ii) are su$kient for complete controllability of (1). 
Proof. Suppose first that (1) is not controllable. Then, there is at least 
one nonzero n-vector c such that 
c’Y--l(t) B(t) = 0 for all t. (6) 
The set of all c satisfying (6) is a linear subspace of R” invariant under the 
action of Y(w)‘, since 
(Y(w)‘c)‘Y-l(t) B(t) = c’ * ‘Y-l(t - w) B(t - w) = 0 for all t. 
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Therefore, it contains at least one eigenvector of Y(w)‘, i.e. there is a 
vector cs satisfying (6) such that Y(w)‘c,, = AC, . Now, let Q(t) be any periodic 
m x n matrix and X(t) be the fundamental matrix of (2) with X(0) := 1” 
Using the variation of constants formula we obtain 
c;X(w) = c;Y(w) -}- jw Y-l(t) B(t) Q(t) X(t) dt 
0 
== hc; + h j: c,;Y-‘(t) B(t)Q(t) X(t) dt = AC; 
Thus, h is an eigenvalue of X(w)’ (and, thus, of X(w)) for any Q. 
Now, let (1) be controllable. Choose the numbers 0 < t, < -+p < t, < w 
and {& ,..., i,) and define B ~2: (6r ,..., &) as in Corollary 4. 
The proof will be accomplished in several steps which we shall number 
for better orientation. 
1”. For an arbitrary r x n matrix Q = (yI ,..., pl.)’ and 
0 < h < ho = min (ti - timl , L1) -- tY} 
i---1,...,+ 
for t E [tj + VW, tj -I- VW + h], v integer 
Q,!.(t) := 
0 elsewhere 
where Q(j) is the matrix with i,th row qj and the remaining rows equal to zero. 
Denote Xo,n(t, T) the solution of the matrix equation 
8 = (A(t) i- B(t)Q,(t))x 
with Xo,{,(r, T) = I. We prove that for te[O, l:] 
XQ&j -1 ht, tj) = eth%(a~)g; -I- O(h) 
locally uniformly in Q, which implies 
h- XQJ&(W, 0) = Y(w, tJ e -r (G)Q; y(t, , tTwl) e”i,l(L~)~~-l .. . ,J’i,Q; y(t,) +. o@) 
= Y(w) j-i ,G -1 O(h), (8) j::.1 
locally uniformly in Q, where C& ==z Y(t,.)’ qj . This allows us to define 
5- - I 
xQ,o(w, 0) = $iJ; X&w, 0) = Y(w) 11 e6J8j. 
j=l 
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For t E [0, I], 0 < h < h, we have 
and, consequently, by Gronwall’s inequality 
I XQ,& i- ht, Ql < He rdst - estl*~l < ~e~‘~3’ for t E [0, l] 
where K is a constant independent of h, Q for h sufficiently small. 
Further, we have for t E [0, I], h E [0, ho] 
(9) 
/ XQ,A($ -I- At, t,j) - t?Lbij(t3fq; 1 
t < I 0 
I[hA(tj + hs) -I- b& + hs) q;] XQ& + hs, tj) 
- b,.(q) q;esb&)n; 1 ds 
-I- It I b,,(tj + hs) -- bij(ti)ll qi II X~,h(tj + As, tj)l A- 
0 
(10) 
According to (9), 
s 
t h I A($ + hs)ll X0,& + hs, $)I ds < 1 h 1 ,a~‘“~ (11) 
0 
I t 1 bij(tj + hs) - b& II qi I( X&tj + hs, tj)l ds < I h II qj I - d"j - A 0 
(12) 
where 
From (lo), (ll), (12) it follows 
1 XQsh(tj + ht, t,-) - ethSj(tj)Qj ‘I 
< h . yl(q) + y2(q) I’ ( X&ti + hs, tj) - ebi+3r; 1 ds 
0 
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for t E [0, I], where yl(q), ya(q) do not depend on h for h E [0, A,,] and are 
locally bounded in 4. Using Gronwall’s inequality, we obtain 
1 XQ,~(~~ + ht, tj) - etbij(t’)qi 1 < hJ+(q) $Z(*) for t E [0, l] 
which proves (7). 
20. Let p bc any vector such that det(1 + &p’) > 0. Then, there is a 
real ‘vector y such that 
y-‘&) &Pj)“’ y&J = I .-- i;,p’ (13) 
or, equivalently, 
e6j”’ :-= I f &p’. 
where p = Y(t,)‘q. 
We have 
(14,) 
(Here and further we understand (et - I)/( = 1 if ,$ = 0). 
Using (14), (13) can be rewritten as 
Denote x1 ,..., z,, arbitrary n vectors such that ~nr ,..., z,-, , bj form a 
basis in P. Since I + p’& = dct(1 + Ljp’) > 0, we can define 
prz Y =-;l: P’ w i- P’S& . x, ) 
p’6j 
v = l,..., 71 -.- 1 
(again, t-1 ln(l ,f f) - 1. if C$ = 0). Since z, , Y = I!,..., n - 1 and g,i form 




From (16), (17), ( 18) follows 
or, equivalently, 
(20) 
Since x, , v = 1 ,..., n - 1 and & form a basis, from (19) and (20) follows 
r’6j _ 
-’ . e 1 4 4”‘hj = P’. (21) 
Multiplying this equation from the left by Jj we obtain (15). 
As a consequence of this we obtain that to any set of r vectors p, ,...,p, 
such that det(I + bjpi) > 0 we can find a matrix Q such that 
&.u(% 0) = Y(m) fi (I + ijp;). 
j-1 
(22) 
30. To any r x n-matrix I’, V = (v, ,..., us) having the property 
det (I + i 6”~:) > 0 j = I,..., Y 
v-j 
(23) 
there are vectors p, ,..., pr such that 
fI (T f 6#;) = I + i 6j~; , det(I + &jpi) > 0. 
j=l i=l 
(24) 
It is easy to verify that under our assumptions the vectors 
Pj = (I I- F$+l 6vvi)-1' vj 
solve equation (24) and we have 
det(I + &pi) = det [I -+ $0; (I + i &vi)-‘] 
v-j-t1 
= det (I + i 6,~:)~~ . det (I + i &vi) > 0. 
v=i+l v=j 
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Combining (22) and (24) we obtain that to any Y x n matrix Y such that 
(23) is satisfied there is a matrix 8 such that 
XQ.O(W, 0) = Y(w) -1 i Y(w) lsp; (251 
j=l 
4”. By Liouville’s theorem det Y(W) I:- cxp fi tr A(t) dt > 0. Therefore, 
according to Proposition 2 and Remark 1 there is an Y x n matrix Y such that 
(Y(,)(I -+- BV), Y(W) &.} is controllable and det( Y(w) + xEzj Y(W) &ui) > 0, 
j := 1 ,...) Y, which is equivalent with (23). From ([7], Chap. 2 Theorem 11) 
again follows that there is an E > 0 such that if / Z --. Y(u)(~ + Eiv)i < c’, 
1 b - Jr 1 < E then (2, Y(w)b) is also a controllable pair. 
50. From 20, 30, 40 follows that there is a matrix Q such that 
XQ,“(W, 0) = Y(w)(I -k SV) 
and that for sufficiently small h > 0, 
I X0,&, 0) - &2.&% 011 < $. (26) 
Since b,,(t) and Y(w, t) are continuous, we can choose h > 0 so small that 
j Y(w, t,. + h) bi,(t, -+ 12) -- Y(w, tT) & / < E. Denote 
R,:(t) =I 
h-r@j)&[h.-l(t - tJ] for t E [tj $- VW, tj -1- VW -t- h], v jnteger 
0 elsewhere 
where &6(t) = 0 for t z 0, 1, &(t) :== 1 for t E [S, 1 - S] 0 < t&(t) < 1 for 
t E [O, 11 and f8(t) is Cr on CO, I]. Clearly A(t) + II(t) Rhs(t) is w-periodic, 
Cl and A(t) + B(t) R):(t) -+ A(t) + B(t) Qh(t) for 6 --+ 0 in L,(O, w). Thus, 
if we denote Wh”(t) the solution of the matrix equation 
k = (A(t) --I- B(t) Rns(t))x, 
with WhR(0) := I, we have by Proposition 4 
I ~~hS(W) - &?,&4 (?>I < he 
for sufficiently small 8 > 0. Combining (26), and (28) we obtain 
(27) 
w 
1 WhB(W) -- Y(w)(I + SV)! < E 
Hence, by 40, ( Whs(m), Y(w, t, + h) &,(t,. + h)) is controllable. Since 
A(t) $- B(t), Rhs(t) = A(t) for t E (t7 + h, w), Y(w, t, + h) =-= W,s(w), 
Whs(t, + h)--l and, consequently, ( Wh8(w), WI:(w) Whs(t,,. - I-- ?I)-~ bi,(t, + h)) 
is controllable. 
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60. By the above procedure we have reduced our problem to the case 
of A(l), B(t) in (1) being 0 and the pair (Y(W), Y(w, tJ b,(t,)) being con- 
trollable for some tr E [0, w), since the system 
9 z-z A(t)x -/- B( t)u (29) 
with z(t) = A(l) + B(t) Rhs(t) and suitably re-ordered columns of H 
satisfies the above properties. If the matrix Q(t) solves our problem for the 
system (29), then the matrix Hab(t) + Q(t) = Q(t) solves the problem for 
the original system (1). 
70. Let us hence suppose that A(t), u(t) are C1 and (Y(W), Ye), 
b” =. Y--l@,) b,(t,) is controllable. Then, there is a nonsingular matrix C such 
that D = CIY(w)C, g = C-lY(w)b h ave the special form of Corollary 1. 
It is easy to verify that the linear change of variables x = Cy transforms 
Y(W) into D, Y(W) & into g without changing the characteristic multipliers 
of the system so that we can without loss of generality assume that Y(w), 
Y(W)& have already this special form of D and g of Corollary 1. 
Now, choose an arbitrary spectrum containing no zero element. Choose p 
according to Corollary 2 in such a way that the spectrum of 
Y(oJ) + Y(w) &I’ :- Y(oJ)[I -I- bp’] 
is Z. If or .*a a,, > 0, then det(1$- 6”) > 0 and according to 20, there is 
a vector q0 such that 
XQO,“(W, 0) : Y(w)[l -I- hjl’] 
(where X&t, T) stands now for Xo,h(t, 7) with Q = (4, O,..., 0)‘). If 
01 *a. a, < 0, then certainly (q *** ~,>a > 0 and we can apply our argument 
for (1) considered as a 2w-periodic system. 
80. The proof will be complete if we show that thcrc is an h > 0 and a 
vector p such that X,&W, 0) is similar to Xpo,s(w, 0). This will be proved 
by an implicit function argument, for which we need first to prove the 
continuity of 
in q and la in the right (in A.) neighborhood of the point (q”, 0). Since 
it is obvious that if we denote X,,,(t, --I- 0, tr) = eblulJP’, it is sut?icient to 
prove the continuous diffcrcntiability of X,,,(t, --I- h, tr). For the sake 
of simplicity we shall use further the notation X,,,A(tl + t, tJ = .ZU,lL(t), 
b,(t, -I- t) == B(t), b(O) r= b, xg,o(t, + 0, t1) =:-: .&’ . 
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From the definition of Z,,,(k) it is evident that Z&A) is continuous 
in q, h for h > 0. From (7) it follows that it is continuous in q for 12 = 0. 
Therefore, the continuity of Z,,,(h) in q, lz for h > 0 follows from the local 
uniformity of O(h) in (7). 
(a/ayl) Z,,,(t) is the solution of the equation 
.z := [A(& -I- t) -I-- h-lb(t) q’] z -+ h-‘b(t) E;zg,,(t) (JO) 
with Z(0) == 0, where e, is the vector with ith component 1 and the 
remaining 0. From (30) follows 
a zzc 
J 
% ,,,, $2) Zig, b(h) e; * Z,&zs) ds 
0 
and by (7)s 
lim ~~I,(‘) ’ 
h-l 
-= 
h-0 L?$li r 
e(‘-s)“a’bejeHd ds = be; e 
‘0 ’ !f’b 
.+ bg’bi I- 
e’fh + ] ..I- cl’beQ’” 
__- 
(q’b)2 
(where b,; stands for the ith coordinate of b) if p’b f 0; the validity of (31) 
can be similarly verified if q’b = 0. 
Since the convergence in (31) is locally uniform in q, the continuity of 
(a/?&) Z,,,(h) is proved. 
Now, consider for h, k < k, : 
$ [Z,&t) -- Z&kt)] --- [kA(t, + ht) -f-- b(kt) q’] &~(kt) 
- [kA(t, + kt) f- b(ki) q’l Zg,k(kt) 
::-: [kA(t, + ht) + b(h) q’][Z,Jht) - Z,Jkt)] 
-+ [hA(t, + ht) - kA(t, + kt) + (b(h) 
- b(kt)) q’] Z&kt). (32) 
Denote [M(t, + ht) - kA(t, -I.- kt) + (b(h) - b(kt)) q’] = r(h, k, t), ITsing 
the variation of constants formula, WC obtain from (32) 
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We have 
lyz, K, t) = (h - K) A(t, + ht) -I- k[‘qt, + ht) - Alp, + Rt)] 
+ [W) - WI q’ 
= (h - K) A(t, + ht) -t k[A(t, + ht)(h - k)t] 
-j- d(ht)(h - k) t * $9’ -/- w(h, h - A), (34) 
where w(h, h - h) = o(h - K) uniformly in 0 < k < ll,) and locally uni- 
formly in 4. From (33) and (34) we conclude 
-& Z,,,(h) = $i (h - /z--l [Z*,,(h) - &(K)] 
r 1 z z&,(h) z;:,(ht)[A(t, i-- Izt) + htA(t, + ht) '0 
-I-- t6pzt) fr'] ZQ,h(k) dt. 
For h --f 0 we obtain 
Fi g Z,,hW = ,: E(~-~)~~‘[A(~~) $- t&(O) q’] eibQ’ dt (35) 
locally uniformly in Q. Since the function on the right-hand side of (35) is 
continuous in Q, the continuity of (d/d/i) Z,,,(h) is established. 
90. WC construct a nonsingular n >; n-matrix S such that 
XQ,h(6J, 0) * s = sx*o,o(“, 0) (36) 
for h > 0 sufficiently small and appropriate 4. Further, we shall simply 
denote XQ,t,(w, 0) by XQ,, . 
Denote So, i == l,..., n the columns of S and choose s, = e,, . Then, 
taking into account that by 70 
we see that (36) is equivalent with the set of equations 
X,,,s, = -Aen 
Xg,lbs2 = sl - &en 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
X,.he, = s,, - Len . 
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or, equivalently, 
h == GG,h -I- AJ en 
sneB := IET~.,~S,-~ -I- fLlen 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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(37) 
0 = &,hsl + t%e, - 
This set. of equations is equivalent with 
Denote &J, h) .== [X:,IL + Cy:;;’ /31+iXi,,] e, . We have cb(q”, 0) =- 0, because 
the square bracket in (39) is the characteristic polynomial of XpO,zc . Since 
X,,, is a continuously differentiable function of 4, h, so is C/L Therefore, 
by the implicit function theorem, if WC prove that (ajap)($(q, O)j,;.,, is non- 
singular, it follows that there is a continuous function r&S) for lz sufficiently 
small such that $(2(h), II) = 0 and I/(O) := ‘1”. By 2” and 70 we have 
i 
0, l,..., 0 
X,,” ~.,: * * * . ;* . ‘I. * . . . 
,**-, 
@h -I- 2% >...I % -I- Pn 
wherep == (p, ~..., &J 1:: q(e”‘” - I)/h”‘q”and 4” := Y(tr)‘q (cf. (21)). From this 






a,-1 t- A-1 -.I- ~m?@n;~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ..~.......". 
%-j-t1 + Pn-I+1 + h,n(Pn >***3 ?n-i-H) 
where 1 is in the n-jth row and fjy arc polynomials. Consequently, 
(fh? 0) = (fTjyY!~?J 




From (40) follows that (a+(q, O))/+ is triangular with ones in the diagonal 
and, consequently, nonsingular. 
ITurther, if we denote.$ = Y--l(o)‘p, < = Y-‘(w)‘& we have 
A 
,tY(&!‘cj 1 ._- eyn -- 1 
___. 
P = (y@) @‘a- .d = d,,‘ -B 
so that 
which proves that @/ai is nonsingular. Consequently, 
ap/ag = qw)yaj/ai) u-+)' 
is nonsingular. Since agap =.= I'(f,)' is also nonsingular, we have proved 
that (&j/aq)(qO, 0) is nonsingular. 
Thus, for any q” WC can find an h > 0 and q such that (39) and, consequently 
(36) is satisfied and q is arbitrarily close to q”. From (37) it follows that S 
is a continuous function of q and h. But for q := q” and h .= 0, S := I so 
that for /z >. 0 sufficiently small S will bc nonsingular. This completes the 
proof. 
Remwk 2. If we allow Q(1) to be complex, then the characteristic 
multipliers can be shifted to any nonzero numbers or ,..., u,~ by closed loop 
control u =-: Q(t)x. 
Remark 3. If A(t), B(t) are only continuous, the theorem is still valid 
in a weaker form: namely, if (1) is controllable and 2 is a spectrum such 
that a, ,..., a, > 0, then to any E > 0 there is a matrix Q(t) such that the 
characteristic multipliers ai of the system (7) satisfy 1 0; - ai j < E. (The 
case (ii) of the theorem can be changed in a similar manner). Also the 
sufficiency part remains valid. 
This can be seen from the fact that (7) can still be proved in a weaker form 
~~,~(w, o) = Y(W) - fi e”-j’; + e(h) = 4’le.oh 0) + V4 
i=l 
(41) 
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where limh+a B(h) = 0 locally uniformly in y. Thus, the steps 20-70 of the 
proof can be repeated without change and we can find the Qn such that 
~Yo”,~,(w, 0) has spectrum .E, or an arbitrary close spectrmn to Z, if Z contains 
zero elements. Since the spectrum of a matrix is a continuous function of 
its entries the statements follow from (41). 
Remark 4. The matrix, which WC have constructed to solve our problem, 
is discontinuous. This is not essential and it can be verified that there is 
a P-matrix ,Q(t> which solves the problem. For this purpose, let us first 
note that the function &(t) of 50 can be chosen Cm with all required 
properties prcscrvcd. Choosing such a function the proof can be carried out 
essentially in the same way (with some calculations, of course, more com- 
plicated) with Q(t) replaced by 
I&%) .:-.: 
jh-~lpq,[h--yt - tJ] in [tj -I- VW, tj + PC) j- h], v integer 
IO elsewhere. 
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